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Abstract

We are developing a multilevel metalogic programming language that

we call Alloy. It is based on �rst-order predicate calculus extended

with metalogical constructs. An Alloy program consists of a collection

of theories, all in the same language, and a representation relation

over these theories. The whole language is self-representable, includ-

ing names for expressions with variables. A signi�cant di�erence, as

compared with many previous approaches, is that an arbitrary number

of metalevels can be employed and that the object-meta relationship

between theories need not be circular.

The language is primarily intended for representation of knowledge

and metaknowledge and is currently being used in research on hierar-

chical representation of legal knowledge. We believe that the language

allows sophisticated expression and e�cient automatic deduction of

interesting sets of beliefs of agents.

This paper aims to give a preliminary and largely informal de�ni-

tion of the core of the language, a simple but incomplete and ine�cient

proof system for the language and a sketch of an alternative, more ef-

�cient, proof system. The latter is intended to be used as a procedural

semantics for the language. It is being implemented by an extension

of an abstract machine for Prolog.
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1 Introduction

We are interested in the representation of complex formalized knowledge,
e.g.,

� knowledge containing metaknowledge, e.g., knowledge about how some
part of the knowledge should be interpreted or applied;

� knowledge that is too voluminous to organize as a single, one-level
collection; or

� knowledge that involves beliefs about other knowledge bases or agents.

Our hypothesis is that such knowledge can favourably be structured in a col-
lection of theories, where some theories contain theorems about some of the
other theories. This hypothesis is supported by previous research conducted
by, e.g., Bowen [6], Eshghi [19], Aiello, Nardi & Schaerf [1], Costantini &
Lanzarone [16], Kim & Kowalski [21], and Brogi & Turini [11].
In order to test our hypothesis we are developing a metalogic programming

language, Alloy, suited for expressing knowledge of the kind just described.
A brief description of the language was recently given by Barklund & Ham-
felt [5]. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the language and its
properties in further detail.
The language can be characterized as a Horn clause language with reso-

lution [25] that is extended with a representation of the linguistic elements
and of its demonstrability. The novel ideas, as we see it, are the following.

� The language has multiple theories; inferences of demonstrability for
a certain theory may be made in another theory that represents it.

� The proof systems allows deductions at di�erent metalevels to occur
and interact in an intuitively appealing way.

� One proof system allows a correct and e�cient interleaving of com-
putations at di�erent metalevels, also in the presence of names of
expressions with variables.

The language has been inuenced by Prolog [15], Reective Prolog [18] and
unnamed languages proposed by Kowalski [22, 23]. The intended proce-
dural semantics is an extension of that proposed by Barklund, Costantini,
Dell'Acqua and Lanzarone [4]. The procedural semantics will be realized
through translation to sequences of instructions for an abstract machine,
currently under development.
As stated above, we primarily intend this language to be used in appli-

cations involving metareasoning and representation of metaknowledge, and
secondarily in tools for manipulating programs (such as compilers and pro-
gram transformers). This intention has inuenced the development of the
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language by making us focus on representation of demonstrability. So far
the language has been used for representing legal knowledge [5] and for a
solution (not yet published) to the `Three Wise Men' puzzle, a well-known
benchmark problem for metareasoning formalisms [1, 21].

Even though we intend Alloy to become a language with a well-de�ned
concrete syntax we prefer to use an abstract syntax in this report. This
is partly because we �nd it too early to decide on a de�nitive syntax and
partly because the requirements on the concrete syntax of a programming
language make it less convenient for a concise presentation of the language
and its properties.

Lack of space prevents us from presenting a background of metaprogram-
ming in logic. We therefore trust the reader to have some prior knowledge
of metaprogramming and of computational logic.

2 Language Elements

An Alloy program constitutes a de�nition of a collection of theories, which
are here sets of program clauses, closed under inference rules that will be pre-
sented in Sect. 5. Such a de�nition contains theory-tagged program clauses
and representation statements, the latter identifying the metatheories for
every theory. The language is common for all theories and we describe it in
this section.

We let terms, de�nite program clauses and de�nite goal clauses be as usual
[24] (but in what follows we will simply write \program clause" or \goal
clause" for a de�nite clause).1 We will refer to expressions composed from
atomic sentences (or \atoms") by conjunction and implication operators as
sentences.

We will employ the standard convention that every free variable in a
program clause is implicitly universally quanti�ed. (We make this note here
because below there will be nested encodings of tagged program clauses;
this rule disambiguates such clauses.)

A theory term is simply a term but one that is assumed to denote a theory.
We introduce this name only to make the presentation of the syntax and
the inference systems easier to follow, because theory terms will formally be
treated just as the other terms.

A tagged atomic sentence (or \tagged atom") is an expression � ` �,
where � is a theory term and � is an atomic sentence.

A tagged program clause is an expression � ` �, where � is a theory term
and � is a program clause. It states that � is a theorem of the theory denoted
by � (from here on we will simply write \the theory �"). Throughout this
paper, the symbol ``' denotes provability using the inference rules of Sect. 5.

1We will use an alphabet where function and predicate symbols begin with uppercase

letters while variable symbols begin with lowercase letters.
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A tagged goal clause is like a goal clause except that it contains tagged
atoms instead of ordinary atoms. The tagged goal clauses includes the empty
tagged goal clause with no atoms and is true in every interpretation.
A representation statement is an expression �M . �O. It states that the

theory �M contains a representation of the theory �O. We also say that the
theory �M is a metatheory for �O. In order to explain what this means, we
�rst have to explain representation.
For every expression � of the language, there is an encoding of the ex-

pression denoted by a ground expression p�q that is also in the language.
The encodings of terms and clauses are denoted by terms. The encodings of
tagged clauses and representation statements are denoted by sentences.2 We
will not say here exactly what the representations are; we can view them here
as abstract datatypes. However, we expect that application of substitutions
and the uni�cation operation is extended to handle encodings. Moreover, in
this presentation we will also assume that the sentences representing tagged
clauses and representation statements are atomic, so expressions p�O ` �q

and p�M .�Oq can appear in any place where an atomic sentence can appear.
It might help the reader, when comparing our work with that of others, to
assume that p�O ` �q is an atomic sentence Demo(p�Oq; p�q). We will
discuss these issues in more detail in connection with the proof systems.
We can now explain the meaning of a representation statement �M . �O.

It states that �O ` � is true if and only if �M ` p�O ` �q is true. Therefore,
if we have proved �O ` � and �M . �O then we may infer �M ` p�O ` �q.
Similarly, from �M ` p�O ` �q and �M .�O we are entitled to deduce �O ` �.
Representation statements de�ne a representation relation between theo-

ries. We may want to restrict this relation in order to provide more e�cient
proof procedures. Some possible restrictions are:

� Existence of a (irreexive) partial order on theories (i.e., no cycles).

� A �nite number of theories.

� That no theory have more than one metatheory.

� No in�nite chains � � � �3 . �2 . �1.

Some of these restrictions will prevent a theory from being its own meta-
theory. Such a restriction seems to simplify implementation but yields a
weaker language without direct self reference. In many situations this is
highly desirable, and certain reasonable forms of self-reference can instead
be programmed at the metalevel. However, we have not yet investigated the
full consequences of the various restrictions.

2Employing sentences as encodings is clearly a nonstandard device, but note that they

are used only to represent the metalogical part of the language.
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3 Encodings, Substitutions, Equality and Uni�cation

As stated above, p�q is some expression that denotes an encoding of �. We
allow the writing of \parameterized" encodings, containing metavariables
where there would otherwise have been terms, function symbols or predicate
symbols. By \metavariables" we mean variables having a scope which is the
program clause in which the current encoding appears as a term; the dot
signi�es a \hole" in the encoding, where such a variable can appear. The
metavariables are thus not themselves part of the encoded expression, but
encodings of expressions of the appropriate kind may be substituted for
them, yielding proper encodings. (We refrain here from discussing what
results from substituting other expressions for the metavariables.)
For example, pF (A; v)q is the encoding of the (nonground) term F (A; v),

while pF (A; _z)q, p _x(A; v)q, p _x( _y; _z)q and p _wq are parameterized encodings.
Substituting an encoding of a function symbol for x and encodings of terms
for y, z and w yields proper encodings. (The last expression, p _wq, is equiv-
alent to w.)
Furthermore, pT (A) ` P (F (v); B)q properly encodes the tagged program

clause T (A) ` P (F (v); B) while pT ( _x) ` _y(F (v); _z)q is parameterized with
the metavariables x, y and z. Of these, encodings of terms must eventually
be substituted for x and z, while an encoding of a predicate symbol must
be substituted for y. (In both examples, v is the only variable known to
be universally quanti�ed over the program clause. However, in the second
example, instantiating z to an encoding of a nonground term might reveal
further variables with the scope of the program clause.3)
The equality theory of our language is \Herbrand equality", as de�ned by

Clark [14], extended with three axioms for encodings:

pt0(t1; : : : ; tk)q = pu0(u1; : : : ; ul)q!

k = l ^

pt0q = pu0q ^ pt1q = pu1q ^ � � � ^ ptkq = pulq

p�1 ` �1q = p�2 ` �2q!

p�1q = p�2q ^

p�1q = p�2q

p�1;1 . �1;2q = p�2;1 . �2;2q!

p�1;1q = p�2;1q ^

p�1;2q = p�2;2q

p _tq = t:

3If this appears to give ambiguous scoping, let us point out that this is what happens

when encodings of program clauses are developed through uni�cation. When all \dotted

variables" have been instantiated to proper encodings, then the encoding of the program

clause is complete and its local variables can be unambiguously identi�ed.
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Together these statements ensure compositionality of encodings. For exam-
ple, we have that x = ptq$ pF ( _x)q = pF (t)q.
Moreover, for any pair of distinct symbols �1 and �2, there is an axiom

p�1q 6= p�2q, stating uniqueness of encodings.
The uni�cation algorithmmust be extended accordingly. We only give two

examples here of what it should produce when given (partially instantiated)
encodings.

� Uni�cation of the names pT ( _x) ` _y(F (A); v)q and pT (u) ` Q( _z; _w)q

succeeds with the substitution that replaces x with puq, y with pQq,
z with pF (A)q, and w with pvq as most general uni�er.

� The names pF (A; u)q and pF (A; v)q do not unify because that would
imply puq = pvq, which is false.

4 Examples

Before explaining the proof system of the language we shall look at two
examples that show some of its abilities.
The following program (from a similar Reective Prolog program [18])

contains three theories denoted by the symbols M , O1 and O2, where M is
intended to be a metatheory of O1 and O2.

M ` pO2 ` _x( _a; _b)q pO1 ` _x( _a; _b)q (1)

M ` pO2 ` _x(_b; _a)q Symmetric(x)^ pO1 ` _x( _a; _b)q (2)

M ` Symmetric(pAs good asq) (3)

O1 ` As good as(p;Gold) Honest(p) (4)

O1 ` Honest(Mary) (5)

M .O1 (6)

M .O2 (7)

The statement As good as(Mary ;Gold) is a theorem of both O1 and O2 but
in addition also As good as(Gold ;Mary) is a theorem of O2. It could be
derived as follows. Resolving clause 4 with unit clause 5 yields

As good as(Mary ;Gold)

in O1. As M is a metatheory of O1 (according to 6) we obtain

pO1 ` As good as(Mary ;Gold)q (8)

as a theorem of M . The sentences Symmetric(x) and pO1 ` _x( _a; _b)q of
clause 2 can be resolved with unit clauses 3 and 8, respectively, yielding

pO2 ` As good as(Gold ;Mary)q
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as a consequence. Because M is a metatheory also of O2 (7) we obtain

As good as(Gold ;Mary)

as a theorem of O2.

Without clause 6 we would not have had M as a metatheory of O1. Then
there would have been no correspondence between having a theorem � in
O1 and a theorem pO1 ` �q in M , and vice versa (similarly for clause 7 and
the relationship between M and O2).

It should be obvious that in the theoryO2 the predicate symbol As good as

denotes a relation that is the symmetric closure of the relation denoted by
As good as in the theory O1. (The same would be true also of any other
predicate symbol � for which Symmetric(p�q) is a theorem in M .)

Alloy is expressive enough, however, that much more sophisticated re-
lationships between theories can be expressed. For example, the following
program makes theory O2 `inherit' (not necessarily unit) clauses from O1

and obtains a symmetric relation that depends also on information in theory
O2.

M ` pO2 ` _x( _a; _b) _zq pO1 ` _x( _a; _b) _zq (9)

M ` pO2 ` _x(_b; _a) _zq Symmetric(x)^ pO1 ` _x( _a; _b) _zq (10)

M ` Symmetric(pAs good asq) (11)

O1 ` As good as(p;Gold) Honest(p) (12)

O2 ` Honest(Mary) (13)

M .O1 (14)

M .O2 (15)

The statements As good as(Mary ;Gold) and As good as(Gold ;Mary) are
theorems of O2 also for this program, even though none of them is a theorem
of O1. The second of these could now be derived as follows. The clause

As good as(p;Gold) Honest(p);

where p is universally quanti�ed, is apparently a theorem of O1; M is a
metatheory of O1 (14) so

pO1 ` As good as(p;Gold) Honest(p)q (16)

is a theorem of M . The sentences Symmetric(x) and pO1 ` _x( _a; _b) _zq of
clause 10 can be resolved with unit clauses 11 and 16, respectively, yielding

pO2 ` As good as(Gold ; p) Honest(p)q
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as a theorem of M . As M is a metatheory also of O2 (15) we obtain

As good as(Gold ; p) Honest(p) (17)

as a theorem of O2. Resolving clauses 17 and 13 �nally yields the theorem
As good as(Gold ;Mary) in O2.
This expressivity is similar to that obtained by Brogi, Mancarella, Pe-

dreschi and Turini [9] when applying their work on composition operators
for theories [8] to modules. In their work, a module can be constructed
extensionally or intensionally, corresponding to the subgoals pO1 ` _x( _a; _b)q

and pO1 ` _x( _a; _b) _zq of clauses 2 and 10, respectively, that inspect either
the extension or the intension of the theory O1. In other aspects their work
is quite di�erent from ours, e.g., in that they construct an algebra for theo-
ries, where a theory, in practice, can be treated much as a powerful kind of
data structure. We, on the other hand, write executable speci�cations for
theories. The approaches are thus complementary.
As a third example, showing some use of encoding nonground expressions,

consider the following program. (The last clause contains the encoding of a
nonground program clauses Irresistible(f)  Female(f) and Likes(y; z) 
Irresistible(z).)

Beliefs(Mary) `

Charming(x) pBeliefs( _n) ` Likes( _n;Mary)q ^Name(x; n) (18)

Beliefs(Mary) `

pBeliefs( _n) ` Irresistible(f) Female(f)q

 Male(m)^ Name(m;n) (19)

Beliefs(Mary) ` pBeliefs( _x) ` Female(Mary)q (20)

Beliefs(Mary) ` Male(John) (21)

Beliefs(Mary) ` pBeliefs( _x) ` Likes(y; z) Irresistible(z)q (22)

The clauses can be seen as stating that Mary has the following �ve basic
beliefs: anyone who she believes is thinking they like her, she �nds charming
(clause 18); all men think all women are irresistible (clause 19); everyone
think that Mary is a woman (clause 20); John is a man (clause 21); everyone
think that if they are irresistible then everyone likes them (clause 22). We
have assumed the existence of a predicate Name above, intending that an
atomic sentence Name(t; ptq), can be proved for any ground term t, in any
theory.
From this program we can prove that Mary �nds John charming (actually

that she �nds anyone charming who she believes is a man); the query can
be expressed as a tagged goal clause

 Beliefs(Mary) ` Charming(John): (23)
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From clauses 19 and 21 (when solving the Name atom) we obtain

Beliefs(Mary) ` pBeliefs(John) ` Irresistible(f ) Female(f )q;

i.e., that Mary believes that John thinks all women are irresistible. By
resolving this clause with clause 20 we obtain

Beliefs(Mary) ` pBeliefs(John) ` Irresistible(Mary)q;

i.e., that Mary believes that John thinks she is irresistible. By resolving this
clause with clause 22 we obtain

Beliefs(Mary) ` pBeliefs(John) ` Likes(y;Mary)q;

i.e., that Mary believes that John thinks that everyone likes her (the variable
y in the unit clause Likes(y;Mary) is universally quanti�ed in that unit
clause). Note that this resolution step involved substitution of variables at
two levels: pJohnq for x and Mary for z. Resolving the clause so obtained
with clause 18 and solving the Name atom produces a tagged program clause

Beliefs(Mary) ` Charming(John)

that can be resolved with the tagged goal clause 23 yielding an empty tagged
goal clause, so the original goal clause is entailed by the program.

5 A Proof System

This proof system is intended to give the reader an understanding of what
can be proved from an Alloy program; it is not intended to be e�cient. (See
the next section for a short description of a more complicated but e�cient
proof system.)
The following inference rule is a generalized Horn clause resolution rule

that is capable of \indirect" reasoning. A theory �1 contains a theorem that
a theory �2 contains a theorem that a theory �3 contains a theorem, and
so on. Finally, there is a theorem that a theory �k contains two procedure
clauses A  C and H  B, where H can be uni�ed with a selected atom
"C (we designate the rest of the conjunction by #C). Using the rule we may
infer that �1 contains a theorem, etc., that �k contains a theorem that is the
resolvent of A C and H  B on "C.

�1 ` p�2 ` � � �p�k ` A Cq � � �q

�1 ` p�2 ` � � �p�k ` H  Bq � � �q

�1 ` p�2 ` � � �p�k ` (A B ^ #C)�q � � �q
� = mgu(H; "C)

As special cases of this rule we obtain a single-level resolution rule

� ` A C � ` H  B

� ` (A B ^ #C)�
� = mgu(H; "C)
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and a two-level resolution rule

�1 ` p�2 ` A Cq �1 ` p�2 ` H  Bq

�1 ` p�2 ` (A B ^ #C)�q
� = mgu(H; "C)

For example, when the theories represent the beliefs of agents, this rule
allows an agent to reason that he believes another agent believes in some
statement P , because he believes that the second agent believes in the state-
ments Q and P  Q.
The following rule is a generalized meta-to-object linking rule [7, 28].

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �p�k ` p�M . �Oq
q � � �

q

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �
p

�k ` p�M ` p�O ` �qq
q

� � �
q

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �p�k ` p�O ` �qq � � �
q

To understand the rule, it may help to �rst look at some of its special cases.
The �rst is a direct linking rule

�M . �O �M ` p�O ` �q

�O ` �

stating: if �M is a metatheory for �O and contains as a theorem that � is a
theorem of �O, then we may infer that � is indeed a theorem of �O.
Another special case is an indirect linking rule

�I ` p�M . �Oq �I ` p�M ` p�O ` �qq

�I ` p�O ` �q
:

If a theory I has a theorem that theory M is a metatheory for theory O

and another theorem that M has a theorem that theory O contains �, then
theory I infers that theory O contains �.
The generalized rule not only allows transfer of information from a meta-

theory an object theory, but also permits reasoning that is conditional to a
hypothesis that such a relationship exists.
There is also a corresponding generalized object-to-meta linking rule

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �p�k ` p�M . �Oq
q � � �

q

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �p�k ` p�O ` �qq � � �
q

�1 `
p

�2 ` � � �
p

�k ` p�M ` p�O ` �qq
q

� � �
q

with corresponding special cases. One might get the impression that the
two linking rules together with a single-level resolution rule could replace
the generalized resolution rule. For example, to get

�1 ` p�2 ` (A B ^ #C)�q
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from

�1 ` p�2 ` A Cq and �1 ` p�2 ` H  Bq

(where � is a mgu of H and "C) one would infer �2 ` A C and �2 ` H  

B using the meta-to-object linking rule, resolve these clauses (obtaining
�2 ` (A B ^#C)�) and �nally apply the object-to-meta linking rule. This
is correct only if �1 . �2, while the generalized inference rule can always be
applied. Expressed in the domain of agents: One may reason about how
other agents would reason, without actually asking them to hypothesize the
premisses and tell us their conclusions. Expressed from an implementation
point of view: We can simulate a computational device instead of actually
invoking it.
We should mention that an implementation of this proof system is likely

to be incomplete (with respect to a so far unstated, intended semantics) be-
cause it may encounter proofs that require applications of the meta-to-object
linking rule but where the encoding contains uninstantiated metavariables.
The inference rule is then not applicable, unless an arbitrary instantiation is
made. For completeness an interpreter would have to try all possible instan-
tiations, a hopeless task. The proof system outlined in the next session is not
only more e�cient but its linking rules employ constraints on names, rather
than mere translation, allowing them to be applied to partially instantiated
encodings.

6 Outline of a More E�cient Proof System

As a full description would become too long for this paper, we only outline
here the e�cient proof system for Alloy on which an implementation is being
based. First we should analyse what `e�cient' should mean in this context.
SLD-resolution is goal-directed in the following two ways:

1. Every SLD-resolution step in a successful resolution proof is necessary
in the sense that it resolves away some atom of the goal.

2. Uni�cation will immediately stop the exploration of a resolution series,
if the selected atom cannot unify with the chosen clause.

Of course, a nondeterministic choice of clauses may lead to unsuccessfully
terminated resolution series before a proof is found, or even to nontermina-
tion, but that is a separate problem. Moreover:

3. In an SLD-resolution series, the resolvents are always goal clauses.
Therefore the set of program clauses (i.e., the left side of clauses se-
quents) remains constant while a proof is being sought.

This property is exploited in the e�cient implementation of Prolog-like lan-
guages, as it allows compilation of the program clauses to e�cient machine
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code. Note that the inference rules in the proof system of the previous sec-
tion created a new program clause. Operationally that would correspond
to an addition to the program, preventing or complicating compilation of
program clauses. (Even if we were to replace the generalized resolution rule
with a generalized SLD-resolution rule, there are no obvious direct replace-
ments of the linking rules.)
Just like RSLD-resolution [18], our proof procedure combines reection

inferences with SLD-resolution steps in order to retain the three properties
above. This ensures that if an object level deduction invokes a metalevel
deduction, or vice versa, then it is because the result is needed. More-
over, uni�cation (which is extended to a form of constraint satisfaction) will
terminate unsuccessful multilevel proofs as soon as possible. Finally, the
program remains constant during execution.
Extending uni�cation to constraint satisfaction over the domain of names

is an elegant and implementation-wise straightforward way to get correct
linking between levels. We employ the scheme that was proposed recently
by Barklund, Costantini, Dell'Acqua and Lanzarone for a somewhat more
restricted language [3, 4] (see also Christiansen [13]).
First, uni�cation and SLD-resolution is re-expressed in terms of equations

instead of substitutions. Each resolution step sets up an equation system
that either can be transformed to a solved form, corresponding to a most
general uni�er, or can be shown to have no solution.
Next, the language of the equations to be solved by uni�cation is extended

with the operators `up' and `down' (for computing the name of an expression
and computing what an expression names, respectively). It is no longer
certain that an equation system can be transformed to a solved form or
failed, because an `up' or `down' operator may be applied to an insu�ciently
instantiated expression. Therefore, it is necessary to retain some unsolved
equations between resolution steps. We can think of these equations as
unsolved constraints.
The scheme above only computes names of ground expressions. A further

complication when implementing the present language is that the `up' and
`down' operators must have an additional parameter indicating a scope, so
encodings of variable symbols occurring in the encoding of some program
clause can be associated consistently with variables. The added complication
is the price to be paid for this richer language. We should add that these
\scopes" seem to be quite e�ciently implementable (cf. the dictionaries of
Barklund [2] and the substitutions of Sato [26]).

7 Related Work

In constructing this language we have tried to remain closer to work on
reection and encodings in mathematical logic [27] than most other ap-
proaches.
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The language was obviously inspired by Reective Prolog [18], di�ering
from it in mainly three aspects:

� Alloy has names for variables, so nonground expressions can be rep-
resented directly. This should make the language suitable for writing
program manipulating tools, such as partial evaluators, at least for
the language itself. Moreover, knowledge that is naturally represented
by quanti�ed formulas can be more directly represented. We have not
yet begun to exploit this capability.

� The multiple theories allows a more elaborate structure of metaknowl-
edge to be expressed directly (in Reective Prolog there is a single
amalgamated theory) and it seems possible to trade some expressivity
for ease of implementation by preventing theories from being their own
metatheories. On the other hand, in principle it should not be too di�-
cult to write in Reective Prolog an interpreter for a language with this
kind of theory structure. However, incorporation of this fundamental
construct explicitly in the language seems justi�ed on grounds of ef-
�ciency and convenience. (The interesting multiple theory extension
proposed for Reective Prolog [17] was intended for modelling com-
municating agents, by describing how theories exchange information,
and is therefore quite di�erent from the extension described here.)

� The view of what is actually reected between metalevels is conceptu-
ally quite di�erent in the two languages, although the views coincide
when only ground expressions are transferred.

There are also other formalisms where a comparison should be useful:

� Our language is also related to languages proposed by Kowalski [22, 23]
in the use of multiple theories. Our language is indeed an attempt to
concretize these ideas.

� Brogi, Mancarella, Pedreschi & Turini [8, 9, 10] have investigated a col-
lection of operators for composing theories. The \meta-interpretive"
de�nitions of the operators can be expressed directly in Alloy. Al-
though theories in Alloy are not to be thought of as data structures,
the language allows theories to be denoted by arbitrary ground ex-
pressions. Alloy could accomodate a programming style where many
theories (denoted by compound expressions) are de�ned, although ex-
tensional representations of the theories need not be computed. The
operators by Brogi et al. could serve as a useful basis for de�ning more
speci�c operators.

� The encodings in this language are more abstract than the structural
names of Barklund [2], Costantini and Lanzarone [18] and of Cervesato
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& Rossi [12], but less abstract than those of Hill & Lloyd [20]: We do
not commit to a particular ground representation but there is a syntax
for the representations.

� The truth predicate proposed by Sato [26] is related to Alloy in that
it too allows encodings of nonground expressions and reection. How-
ever, there are also important di�erences, the most important being
that the theory structure of Alloy can be used to prevent a theory from
introspecting its own theorems. Sato shows how paradoxes can easily
be expressed using his de�nition of the truth predicate; the programs
can still be given semantics in three-valued logic. Alloy, as presented
here, is a Horn clause language. It might be possible to incorporate
some of Sato's ideas into Alloy, in order to extend the language to
general clauses.

� Alloy has interesting similarities with provability logics and we are
presently investigating what results from this area are applicable, and
if this language and its inference systems bring any novel ideas to that
area.
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